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CRF Newsletter
Still Spring

Cave

Douglas Baker
In 1983, I attended a meeting of the Missouri
School of Mines Spelunkers Club. Jim Vandike of the
Missouri Geological Survey presented a slide show of
Ozark Caves. He spent some time discu'Sing a cave
he had recently discovered in southern Missouri-a
large entrance followed by a crawl in water up to four
feet deep leading to a series of walking-height passageways interspersed with travertine and waterfalls.
If this were not enough, he announced that a large
side passage contained the tracks of the long extinct
American Lion (Pan/hera leo a/rox)-photographs
and a cast of a feline paw print 5 by 6 inches were
then presented. The audience probed Vandike for
clues on the location of this discovery, but the sensitivity of the find prevented him from divulging it.
Little did I suspect from this enigmatic introduction
to Still Spring Cave that I would soon become
involved in a nine-year CRF effort to map it. Nor did

I

anyone at the time imagine that Still Spring .was onc.
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of the larger caves in the Missouri Ozarks, with a
length of nearly four miles.
Still Spring Cave was unknown .to organized
caving until 1978. At ihc time, Vandike was.
researching the hydrogeology of the North Fork River
basin for a Master's thesis. He wanted to conduct a

dye trace of a large valley that loses
essentially all of its flow to groundwater
piracy. A topographic map onhe area
showed a spring on Mark Twain National Forest property situated in a ravine adja-

cent to this dry creekbed,
which would provide a
good site for introducing
dye. Jim, his wife Sharon
and Rev. Paul Wightman hiked up the valley in early
1978. What they found was a 2 c.f.s. spring issuing
from a 35 ft. high by 80 ft. wide cave entrance. This
huge opening gave acccss to a shelter that extended
40 ft. into the hillside; a 6 ft. high by 24 ft. wide
passage in one comer of the grotto acted as conduit
for the stream exiting the cave.
They began a survey of the new find. At 200 ft.
from the entrance, the ceiling lowered to
within 2 ft. of stream level. A short distance
further, water depths of nearly 4 ft. were encountered. Sharon became chilled and exited,
while Paul and Jim continued
the survey.
Continued p.12

Still Spring
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Mark Twain National Forest
Douglas County,

Missouri

Line plot based on CRF survey. 1984-1993
Cartography-Doug

Baker.
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These intense courses combine fonnal lectures with
field observations and techniques. Courses may be
taken for undergraduate or graduate credit, or as a
workshop, which has a much lower tuition fee.
Send for brochure: Dr. Nick Crawford or Dr. Chris
Groves, Center for Cave and Karst Studies, Western
Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY 42101.
Ph.: 502-745-4555.

22, NO.2

Editors, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
Route 1, Box I lOA
Annapolis, MO 63620
Production Manager: Richard Zopf
Quarterty: Feb., May, Aug., Nov.
Subscriptions: $5.00 per year. Free to JVs.

CRF Mammoth
Cave Field Headquarters
fund raising drive: Help make Ule planned Mammoth
Cave field headquarters a reality. Send your mx deductible donations to the treasurer, Roger McClure,
4700 Amberwood Drive, Dayton, OH 45424. Dona-

The CRF NEWSLETfER is a publication of the
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of
Kentucky for the purpose of furthcring research,
conservation, and education about caves and
karst. For infonnation about the CRF, write to:
Mel Park, CRF President, 1541 Peabody
Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104-3831.

tions

arc

also

solicited

for

the

International

Exploration Fund.
Typists
needed
for Mammoth
Cave trip
reports: For about ten years the MammoUl Cave
operation of CRF has attempted to use computers to
store, organize, and access trip reports. Today, most
reporlS are typed directly into a database and we are

BULLETIN

making slow progress in entering old reports, starting
from CRFs birth.

BOARD

Address
Changes:
Ptease send all address
changes to Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue, Yellow
Springs, 01145387. Tel: 513-767-9222 (before 10 p.m.
eastern). Also, if you have an E-Mail Address,
please send it to Richard. Future address lists will include e-mail addresses, and if there is sufficient
response, the new infonnation may be printed in the
Newsletter or posted on the Caver's Forum.
Mammoth

Cave

Science

Conference

July

5.

6: The third Mammoth Cave National Park Science
Conference will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday,
July 5-6, 1994. Topics for this conference will include
current ecological research (both terrestrial and
aquatic communities above and below the surface),
monitoring of surface air quality and subterranean
microclimate, hydrologic research within the park,
archeological and historical research, and social and
economic sciences related to park management.
The colloquium is a forum for researchers to exchange ideas across scientific disciplines. Registrants
should contact the Conference Coordinator, Joe
Meiman at 502-758-2238.
Karst

li'ield

Studies

at

Mammoth

Cave:

Western Kentucky University's Center for Cave and
Karst studies in cooperation with Mammoth Cave
National Park is offering the following courses at
Mammoth Cave:
June 5-11: Speleology, Roger Brucker.
June 5-11: Karst Geomorphology, Chris Groves.
June 12-18: Exploration of Mammoth Cave, Stan
Sides.
June 12-18: Karst Hydrology, Will White and Nick
Crawford.

When we complete this task, not only will searching
for dam be much easier, but also all the reports will
fit in one hand instead of five file boxes. They will
also be far easier to duplicate.
If you have access to a computer and are willing to
type in reports, your help could certainly speed the
process, while at the same time, you can enjoy some
of the history of Ule exploration of the longest cave.
Just contact Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue,
Yellow Springs, OH 45387-1628. Tel: 513-767-9222
(before 10 p.m. eastern).
Deadline for next issue is July I. Please
make sure your submissions for the next issue reach
us by the above date. SHIMS

READERS

WRITE

The sidebar in V. 22, NO.1, on the surveyed
length of Mammoth Cave (345.6 miles), made me
recall with amusement the following quote printed in
a 1956 issue of Speleonews:
"That Mammoth Cave contains 150 miles of
passage obviously is ridiculous, since that
figure would indicate more passage than a
combination of all UlCcaves in all the ridges
of Tennessee."

It just goes to show that you can't be too dogmatic
when predicting the future.
Neal Bullington
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Building

Hamilton

Fund Update

Valley Work Trips

Roger MeCI ure

Richard Zopf

"II person wiJl be known and remembered not hy
how much money they have, hut by what they do

During the New Year expedition,
I again attacked the concrete in the upper barn, with some

with Ule money they have," I continue to he

ClleQue.

help from Jim Borden,

and was successful at break-

aged hy lhe support and contributions you arc making
to lhe CRF Building Fund, Over 120 people have
now made contributions totaJling over $140,000, wilh
many indicating lhey will make additional contributions over time. We of course need each and everyone of you to support lhe project in whatever ways
you can.

ing it up and removing aJl but one big chunk. I also
started a search for the septic system of the old
house. Prohing wilh a trench along the foundation
found the water line but not the sewer. Then Sum
Sides indicated that lhe balhroom was an addition to
tJw back, so I started another trench eight feet back,
but have not yct found the drain field.

Those making
newsletter arc:

The fiJI lhat lhe road contractor put in the valley
is starting to erode and wash
down lhe vaJley. Walter Johnson has expressed interest in trying to arrest tJlis lhreat to tJlC land and tJle

contrihutions

since

the

last

by the tenant house

Christopher Beck, Lee Blazek, Paul CannaIcy, RusseJl Connor, Fred Dickey, Kennelh
Evans, Darrin Fowler, Greg GiJliam, Jim
Greer, Michael Harrod, Paul Hauck, Palli &
SCOll House, Mike Lawrence,
Roger McClure, Kevin Neff, Bob Osburn, Bob Parrish,
Larry PurseJl, Bru RandaJl, Paul Rubin,
Jenny Sabie, Robert Salika, Barb Schomer,
Ted Scoll, John ThrailkiJl,
Richard Van
Arsdel, Pat & Richard Watson, Michael
Yocum, Richard Young, Bruee Zerr.
We want to tJlank aJl who have made contributions; it is your generous support lhat will aJlow CRF
to finally have our own facilities.
For planning purposes, if you cannot contribute
now. we are encouraging ypu to make a pledge so we
wiJl know when we have enough contributions and
pledges to be able to start construction. In addition to
lhe contributions mentioned above, we have pledges
totaling $110,000. Send in your pledge or contribution
NOW so we can get construction started. We are
over lhe hill...help us reach our goal. We want everyone to participate; lhe goal is 100% participation. I
know you will aJl help, and a big lhanks to all who
have already donated or pledged. Send contributions
and pledges to: CliVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION,
Roger McClure, Treasurer, 4700 IImberwood Drive,
Dayton, 011 45424.

***
The Hamilton VaJley Center wiJl have a major
impact on our operations at Mammolh Cave, but we
also intend for it to have a major helping influence
on cave science lhroughout lhe country. Years ago,
CRF learned what kind of support university faculty
and students needed in order to drawn into our kind of
work. Our being able to provide lhat support out of
tJle Flint Ridge facilities produced a blossoming of
speleology in aJl its diverse fields. We have had tJle
people and experience to offer; now we will have lhe
final key element, working space and a new home.
Mel Park, President

caves below.

Stan reminds me that a stone monumenL exists
along the boundary between the CRF and Peers
properties. By finding lhis and using tJle otJler stone
at the Troyer corner, we can have more precise
boundary references for future survey work.

lan....l!i
The primary objective
this weekend was to
establish lhe integrity of tJle soil and rock below the
main building site by assessing tJle lhickness of the
sandstone. I started digging a hole about 2 x 5 fl. at
about one end of tJw building site. Soon, Roger McClure joined me and started anolher hole at tJ1Copposite end. I started hiuing chunks of sandstone about a
fOOl down, and by lhree feet I had a unifonn sandstone bouom. This surface is very weathered.
I went down lhe road to find limestone outcrops
at two points. On this very cold day, [ also found
vapors rising from several small holes. I started a
lhird test hole, he tween the olher two, and tJlis time
my shovel went in with ease at the sandstone level
and moist air started condensing in tJle hole. I found
no void, but there was definitely a breach in the
sandstone, and the cave air kept coming.
Next day, a fourlh test hole uphill from tJle rest
hit solid sandstone at two feet. I ran a level survey
between the test holes, lhe well, and the limestone
outcrops. This data shows lhat in lhe area of lhe main
building, lhe sandstone is solid, hut weJl weatJlered
and jointed 3-3.5 ft. below grade. The limestone conlaet has not been established, but lhe outcroppings
found give a maximum depth of sandstone of 20 fl.
below lhe center of lhe building.
With the amount of soil cover and tJle open
nature of lhe sandstone at tJle building site, it appears
critical lhat careful design will be needed for a septic
system that will not adversely affect tJle karst in tJle
area.
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Ice Storm Keeps Cavers at MCNP
Jonathan

Smith

Editors' Note: The January Martin Luther King Day
Expedition came to an abrupt halt when a severe ice
storm brought hm'oc throughout South Central Kentucky. Fortunately, the expedition was sparsely attended and a few participants, hearing advance warnings of the storm, left early. Those who remained
found themselves under NPS orders to "hole up" at
Maple Springs-forced to remain for several daysdenied even the opportunity for a few days more
caving. Jon Smith was there and provided this firstperson account.
Leaving behind three other JVs, I finally got out
of Maple Springs on Tuesday. The whole episode
convinced me just how hadly we need our own
research station outside the park, I don't simply mean
that if we had heen at Harnilton Valley we could
have left earlier, or would have had power, or hot
water, or what have you. I simply mean that no one
would have heen telling us what to do or not do do,
and we would have been able to make plans as an

autonomous organization.
I do not mean to fault the Park Service, who
were faced with an unprecedented
situation, the
worst thing a hureaucraey, which lives on precedents,
can imagine. I am sure they have learned from the
event and now have. or soon will have, a much improved icc storm policy-which
they will not use
again for ten years, at which time it will he outdated.
Also, I want to rememher that MCNP was responsible for quite a bit more than just us. In principle, I
can understand
their decision to close the cave,
though a hetter plan might have heen to pennit CRF
personnel into We Historic section and just ask us not
to do any c1imhs over 10 ft. or don't survey any passages one couldn't drive a VW through, so that in the
event of a medical
emergency-the
NPS' big
worry-a
medic could access us easily. For the government of Kentucky I have less sympathy. 1-65 was
clear enough to drive on as early as Tuesday, yet
Richard Zapf did not get out till Friday.
I do have some constructive suggestions for CRF.
If at all possible, at Hamilton Valley we should store
a moderate supply of road salt and sand and perhaps
a used snow blade that can be attached to 4 WD
vehicles. The heaters at Hamilton Valley should not
be electric, unless we're prepared to install a hackup
generator. We should seriously question the current
practice of freezing leftovers. Taking a leaf from the
NPS book, we should be prepared for a medical
emergency
if we are ever again stranded. More
broadly, we might want to put together some protocols for situations in which we arc stranded or forbidden to enter the Mammoth System: ridge-walking or
small caves elsewhere, for exarnple, or perhaps even

trips in !lidden River, if they can be negotiated. We
should update these protocols every five years or so.

Editors' Postscript: An even larger
park three weeks later on February
tensive damage to trees, especially
there was a massive power outage,
were cancelled. The park was back
by February 14, though many back
blocked at the time of the Presidents'

Rotunda

ice stonn hit the
II, causing exconifers. Again,
and cave tours
in full operation
roads remained
Day expedition.

Rockfall

At the height of the arctic spell that plagued the
King Day Mammoth Cave expedition, a foot-thick
slab of rock 60 ft. long by 20 ft. wide fell from OlC
ceiling of the Rotunda, the first large room inside the
Historic Eotrance where Broadway and Audubon
Avenue meet. The historic Rotunda saltpeter works
suffered some damage: the pump shaft was broken in
half and some of Ole timbers were crushed. The exact
date of the fall is not known, since the cave was

closed to tours [or several days. The collapse was
discovered on January 20. This is the largest rockfall
ever recorded in Mammoth Cave, and may have
been due to frost wedging from the exceptionally
cold weather.

Dick Venters Retires as Area Manager
Guadalupes area manager Dick Venters recently
announced his retirement from that position owing to
health problems. Dick has served as area manager
since November,
1988. lIis tenure saw a big improvement in Ole quality of the Guadalupes cartography program, and the initiation of many new projects.
A replacement
area manager
has not yet been
announced. Dick has also resigned from the CRF
Board of Directors. We wish him all the best and a
speedy recovery-Eds.

Guadalupes-Dry

Cave Project

Guadalupes
area cartographer
Pat lIelton announced that CRr is working in cooperation with Ole
Bureau of Land Management Carlsbad District to reopen the survey and exploration of Dry Cave, a large,
complicated cave near McKittrick Hill. This will be
a long term project, and Pat is optimistic that the
known extent of the cave can be more Olan doubled.
lIe notes that Dry Cave is not a beginner's cave; participants can expect tight crawls, chimneys,
and
some pretty advanced survey techniques. They can
also expect lots of virgin passage. Experienced surveyors are invited to reply in writing to Pat Helton,
3517 77th Drive, Lubbock, TX 79423.
Trips are scheduled for August 13, October 8,
and November 5. Other trips may he held as the
opportunity arises.
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Isolation of Cancer Chemotherapeutic

Products from Cave Microorganisms

L. M. Mallory, J. Bigelow, M. Hacker
Editors' Note: The following is adapted from /lVO proposals accepted by the NPS for work in Lechugui//a
and Mammoth Caves Dr. Mallory, University of
Massachusetts at Amherst, has conducted research
and participated in a number of CRF expeditions at
Mammoth and at Carlsbad. Dr. Bigelow and Dr.
Hacker are directors at the Vermont Cancer Center,
Department of Pharmacology, University of Vemwnt.
Natural product searches have resulted in the detection and isolation of a nnmbcr of highly useful
chemotherapeutic agents active against a variety of

strains were tested for growth inhibition against
mnrine leukemia cells. Five of the ten culture supernatants had significant (67 to 100%) cytotoxic or cytostatic activity. The high number of positive strains,
the very strong activity of two of the strains, and the
fact that these two strains were unidentified are
strong indicators that this research will be fruitful and
ultimately of great benefit.
Goals: One of the immediate goals is to assemble a
enlture collection from a wide variety of cave environments. We have fonnd that in-cave (in situ) pro-

diseases. Natural products and their derivatives con-

cedures are critical for the recovery of representative

stitute approximately 20% of Food and Drug Administration approved cancer chemotherapentic agents
including the important agents doxornbicin and
bleomycin. Such searches rellect the philosophy that
compounds derived from nature far exceed the imagination and synthetic capabilities of medicinal
chemists. We seek to extend natural product screening to microorganisms isolated from caves.
Biological sampling of the deep snbsnrface environment is in general difficult and most sampling
efforts to date have relied on drilling and coring.
Such methods have many drawbacks including possible sample contamination by drilling muds, and
exposure of collected material to light and to rapid
changes in temperature, pressure, oxygen concentration, and moisture. Natural caves, however, allow
researchers to directly reach the deep snbsnrface

strains. Thus, simple sampling of water, mud, or rock
followed by laboratory manipnlations is not sufficient

We are actively seeking help in identifying cave
systems that may be sampled and help with the
sampling.
to recover indigenous microbiota. In addition, the distribution of microbial species is not random. Sample
sites must be closely examined for rock, sediment,
water and air interfaces. The conservation of cave
resources is another critical aspect of this research.

caution must be used when interpreting most studies

Many microbial habitats in caves are characterized
by extremely low concentrations of nutrients and long
periods without environmental perturbations. Any
change in such an environment may affect Ille composition and activity of the microbial community.
Therefore, where sampling occnrs, efforts are made
to preserve such areas to allow for future sampling.
Success in natural prodncts searches often
depends on the diversity of isolated strains. Microbial
communities may use a number of different energy
sources. These include particulate organic detritus,
introduced by base-level streams or through lIoods;
dissolved organic carbon brought in by percolating

since the teehniqnes uscd to isolate indigenous microorganisms are normally best suited to rapidly
growing mesophiles adapted to high concentrations of
nntrients, strains nnlikely to evolve and 1l1riveunder

sulfur and sulfides. Carbon sources may be eilller organic or inorganic. In addition, ambient temperature,
mineralogy, and stability will affect the development

environment, make direct observations, and perform
on-site experiments with minimal perturbation.

Although the examination of cave ecosystems is
not new, microbial studies have been largely
neglected. Most studies have either overlooked bacteria and fungi or have focused on only a few isolates
often in association with spcleothems. Furthermore,

Jow-nutrient conditions.

Recent studies in caves in

Tennessee and Kentucky have demonstrated the
presence of an active, highly diverse microllora in
cave soils and sediments. Another stndy headed by
Diana Northup suggests that Lechuguilla Cave in
New Mexico supports a diverse ecosystem which is
almost exclusively microbial.
Preliminary

Results:

Ten

cave

isolates

were

selected for preliminary testing for anticancer activity. These were representative cultures from ten phenetically defined groups, presumptively identified as
two strains of Actinomycetes sp., a Mycobacterium
sp., a nocardioform, and a coryneform. Five could not
be assigned to known taxa. Exudates from these

water; and reduced inorganic compounds

and maintenance of the communities.

including

For these rea-

sons we plan to sample from as many different caves
and from as many different habit.,ts nsing as mallY
recovery methods as possible.
We are currently working in Lechuguilla Cave
and Mammoth Cave, but are expanding onr efforts to
include lava tubes, caves of the Northeastern United
States, and other regions. We are actively seeking
help in identifying cave systems that may be sampled and are soliciting help with the sampling. Anyone interested is encouraged to contact Larry
Mallory, Dept. of Plant and Soil Sciences, University
of Massachusetts, Amherst MA, phone 413-545-5212
or via eMail: lmallory@pssci.umass.edu.

CRF
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EXPEDITIONS
MAMMOTH

CAVE

nJanks~jvjn~ Nov 2~-27
Leaders. Phil DiBlasi, Jan Hemberger
History: The historic register crew worked all three
days, concentrating

on the historic tour roule ncar

Scotchman's Trap and River Hall. The tour route as
far as Great Relief Hall has now been completed.
Larry Pursell notes that in much of the area between
Bottomless Pit and Scotchman's Trap, it might be
worth considering restoration "for areas which have
been abused beyond the poi III from which any useful
signature data can be obtained."
The third day, the historians worked on documenting bathroom graffiti from the site of the former
ladies' rest room above River Hall. One intriguing
signature was "], W. Denny 1814". some 24 years before the historically accepted first crossing of
Bottomless Pit in 1838. The 1814 date has an 1841
signature scratched on top of it, so it at least predates
1841.

The documentation of Gothic Avenue continned
with two trips to photograph signatures and other features. Items of interest included aboriginal remainspaleofeces, cane fragments, a clam shell, etc. The
pany also did some preliminary tests with a fish-eye
lens.
"Small" caves: The discoveries in Wilson Cave
continued with a series of mapping trips. One of the
most significant finds is that the cave is a probable
Indiana bat site. The first party did some loose-end
survey in an area of high canyons. They discovered a
small cluster of hibernating bats, and abandoned the
area. Next day, three parties worked elsewhere in the
new extensions. One group went to drop a pit, but
abandoned that objective when another colony of
bats was seen partway down. The pit forms a cold
trap, which may make conditions favorable for Indiana bat hibernation. Instead, the group checked leads
and mapped some cuwounds in an area with much
wondrat activity.
Meanwhile, another party mapped 650 ft. of
breezy passage, while a third crew used a cable ladder to pick up leads in the far reaches and near the
entrance. This last crew. too. had to abandon some
objectives when they encountered hiilcrnating bats.
On the third day, a crew worked on a lead away from
the bat area. Their survey bypassed a pit, but
involves an eight inch squeeze.
A party mapped 170 ft. in three new caves: Cow
Bones Cave (the cow must be crawled through to get
in), Hidden Spring Cave (basically a rock shelter),
and Reelsville Cave (vertical, could be continued
with a lot of effort). There was a trip for some sketch
refinement and to look for a possible extension of

Dennison Cave-no go on the latter. Squirrel Hollow
Springhouse Cave (l1O ft. long) was surveyed, leaving a low, wet, breezy lead for extremely small wetsuited people.
Finally, there was a long trip to continue the
White Lightning saga. The crew fixed some survey
glitches then went to downstream Whiskey River to a
dry but tight and twisty canyon, dubbed "Whiskey
Sour". They dropped from here into an "axle grease"
crawl, and found a continuing stream passage beyond
a very tight squeeze.
Flint Ridge: Survey activity in Flint Ridge supported the Salts Trunk and Pohl Avenue area surveys.
One party worked in the "Black Void" area of the
Salts-Unknown link (Pohl Avenue sheet). They did
some tidy up survey and found an intriguing lead,
guarded by a large and possibly unstable boulder.

One intriguing signature was "J. W, Denny
1814", some 24 years before the historically
acceptedfirst crossing of Bottomless Pit in 1838.
Next day, three crews went into the Unknown
Entrance, working on a leapfrog survey of some
"extremely convoluted" passages in the upper levels
of Unknown. They accounted for 700 ft. of survey
between them.
In Salts Trunk, there was a short trip to sketch
around an established survey line from Monument
Hall to Dismal Valley Junction. The left passage
from the monuments was also sketch-enhanced.

Three parties went to Mummy Valley to continue
work in the complicated lower-level maze there,
adding 500-600 ft. to the survey. Some of the passages here contain impressive quantities of aboriginal
material, and some nice displays of gypsum hair. One
passage showed no sign of human entry other than
the aboriginal artifacts. There's still work remaining
in the area. Finally, a party made a start on the long
Q-survey complex that extends northward from near
the collapsed Pike Chapman Entrance, mapping 700
n. of mostly trunk passage.
Historic Mammoth: Bunyan's Way was surveyed
from its start in Pensacola Avenue to Great Relief
Hall, a distance of 1000 ft. The crew ran into problems when they began encountering the "huge
amount of metal" behind the Great Relief restrooms.
A transit survey may be needed here. There was a
trip to Rhoda's Arcade to continue mapping tlle maze
of small passages under Silliman Avenue. A leadchecking party weill to Eleusinian Way. Many of the
leads were 80-100 ft. off the Ooor in a high canyon
area. A follow-up mapping trip will be required.
Proctor and River: A start was made on producing a modern survey of the historic upper levels of

May 1994
Proctor Cave. Pat Kambesis will be the cartographer
for Ulis project. This first party mapped 900 n. to the
start of the Proctor Crawl.
Four parties entered the Doyel Valley entrance.
One group went downstream to the Hawkins Fonnation cutaround and mapped 1400 ft. along the most
obvious route to the downstream continuation and in

side leads off that route. Two crews went two miles
upriver to the Mammoth Cave connection area. One
of the parties continued the main line resurvey
upstream for 2300 ft., getting as far as the big crossrin; the other group elimbed a high dome in the connection area. The passage at the top had good air
movement, but could be entered for only 100 ft. The
remaining River crew went up Lee Avenue to its end

to check a lead and to survey a drain, which Uley
mapped for 200 ft.-it continues as a low, wet crawl.
Roppel: There was a lot of survey activity in Rappel Cave. One crew finished the new detailed
resketch of Yahoo Avenue, while an overnight trip
went to downstream White River to finish off leads in
White River and Missmaster Avenue. One caver
pushed through a series of squeezes to continuing
stoop-walk, but the rest of the crew didn't fit. Another
party mapped 650 n. in the upper levels above Lower
Elysian Way. A two-person crew went to Wildcat
Drain to replace some questionable compass shots
from a previous trip; they noted an area of impressive
burrow chert. In the same general area, two panies
did a leap-frog survey in an area of domes and drains
off the Hobbit Trail.
Etc. There was a short trip.to remove water sampling

equipment from Fans Funnel Cave in support of a
joint MCNP-Western Kentucky University water
chemistry project. On the return trip, they found a
blowing hole (dubbed "Lassie's Cave"), consisting of
a breakdown room in the Big Cliny Sandstone,
extending into the upper part of the Girkin Limestone.
Further progress would require digging.
Survey Crews: Historic register-I)
Larry Pursell. Dave
Sholar; 2) Larry Pursell, Bob Parrish, Dave Sholar. Chris
Parrish, Gale Smith; 3) Larry Pursell. Dob Parrish. Chris
Parrish, lemma Wise; Gothic Ave. signalures-Charles
Swedlund. Frances Swedlund; Wilson Cave-l)Jim
Greer,
Grant Van Hemert, Marc Ohms; 2) Jim Greer. Jon Jasper,
Jane Prendergast; 3) Dave Ecklund, Jeff Farr, Chris Cannaley; 4) Dave West, Karen Willmes, Greg Shatley; 5) Jim
Greer, Darryl Neff. Lee Florea; Cow Bones Cave, eIe.Walter Johnson. Darryl Neff. Jon Smith; Dennison CaveWaller Johnson, Chris Beck, Darren Fowler; Squirrel Hollow Cave-Scott
House. Sue Hagan. Eric Compas; While
LighIning-Rick
Olson. Dick Market., Bill Putnam;
Salls-Unknown
link-Paul
Hauck, Richard Young, John
Danovich; Unknown En/rance-I)
Paul Hauck, Richard
Young. Chris Beck, Seamus Decker; 2) Mike Lace. Lori
Debaderlaben. Jeff Andrews; 3) Marc Ohms. Jon Jasper.
Kevin Neff; Salts, Monumen/ Hall-Mick
Sutton. Sue
Hagan, Jane Prendergast; Mummy Valley-I)
Stan Sides.
Sheila Sands, Kevin Neff, Chris Beck; 2) Mike Lace, Jon
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Smith, Richard Hand, Sheila Sands; 3) Paul Cannaley.
Chris Cannaley, Grant Van Hemert Salts Trunk Q-surveyMick Sutton, Ted Scott, Joe Kaft1;
Bunyan's
Way-Scott
House. Dill Putnam, Seamus
Decker. Paul Cannaley; Rhoda's Areade-Mick
Sulton,
Lori Dcbaderlaben, Jeff Andrews; Eleusinian Way-Susan
Ecklund. Derek Bristol, Darren Fowler; Proctor-Pat
Kambesis, Don Coons, Ken Evans; Hawkins FormaIionEric Compas, Steve Collins, Joe Kaffl; Logsdon
upsiream-Bob
Osburn. Sue Hagan, Ted Scott; Connection
area climb-Dick
Market, Bill Baus. Ken Evans; Lee
Ave.-Marc
Ohms, Grant Van Hemert, Derek Bristol.;
Yahoo Ave.-Bob
Osburn, Eric Compas. Candice Leek;
While River-Bill
Koerschner, Russell Conner, James
Wells; Lower Elysian Way-Jim
Borden, Richard zopr.
Ron Bridgemon. Mike Lace; Wildeni Drain-Bru
Randall,
Barbara Schomer; HobbiI Trail-I)
Bm Randall, Barbara
Schomer, Greg Sholley; 2) Dave West. Karen Willmes,
Jim Currens; Fort's Funnel-Chris
Groves, Russell Conner.
Richard Hand.
Thanks to Buz Grover for his usual excellent job of camp
management.

New Year. Dec 31-13n I
Leader, Kevin Downs
The New Year's expedition was a success
despite icy roads within the park, and the 40
participants surveyed a total of 6,200 ft. The icc
storm that glazed the roads also coated Ule trees, and
all parties encountered

beautiful

winter scenes

on

their way to the caves.
Mammoth

Cave

and

Flint

Ridge:

In eastern

Mammoth Cave ridge, a party mapped a wet, grim
crawl off Blackstone Avenue, made more difficult by
the need to exercise care around flowstone and drip-

stone. Several leads exist here for small, hardy
cavers who don't mind getting wet.
A party did 400 fl. of resurvey and 130 ft. of new
survey around the OPS Junction area in Cocklebur
Avenue. They checked many leads, and reported lots
of passage to be pushed, as well as 10lS more re-

placement of older undetailed surveys to be done.
Two parties entered far eastern MammoUl Cave
via the Ferguson Entrance. This complicated area
connects the Cocklebur-East Bransford maze to
Logsdon River. The crews mapped about 1200 ft. in a
leap-frog survey, starting from Ule 50 fl. entrance pil.
Most leads were cleaned up as Uley went along. At
the Historic end of Mammoth Cave Ridge, a party
did a detailed resurvey of Lillie Bat Avenue. Due to
an unfortunate procedural error, this duplicated a trip
from the previous expedition.
In Flint Ridge, a party surveyed 570 fl. of sometimes exposed passage near Ball Trail in Ule upper
reaches of Unknown Cave.
Proctor

and River: Three parties went to historic

Proctor Cave. After wrestling with the disimegrating
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gate, the first group mapped 1300 fl. of three-dimensional maze starting from the Bottle Room, and pro.

cceding through Hamilton's Puzzle (named for an
1893 signature). Another illleresting note was the
presence of warm-air/cold-air

convection

cells. The

next day, two crews mapped another 1000 n. around
the Bottle Room. Among the finds were a group of
hibernating bats, and a pit that will require a 100 fl.
rope.
A party to Logsdon River elected to "bypass the
closer easy stuff ... for more remote (read sexy) and
unknown areas", namely the far end of the long Tsurvey, where they resurveyed the large T-150 room.
Roppel: A CRr-supported CKKC crew surveyed
270 ft. down the Hobbit Dome drain. Several leads
exist in this crawly. canyon area. The same party

returned the next day and mapped ISO fl. in an area
below Arlie Way. A second party took a 24 hr+ trip
to the far reaches of Clap Canyon, where they dug
through a mud plug and found a continuation of the
main slcczy drag.

Historic

documentation:

The historic

signature

crew worked for two days in Great Relief Hall. Some
of the unusual graffiti included the Luther Ewing
String Band (did they play in the cave?) and some
Chinese writing. There was a shon photo-documentation trip along Main Cave.
Small

Caves

and

surface:

There was a very

productive trip in the ongoing pursuit of new passage
in Wilson Cave. The party found a series of small
domes with canyon leads at the top; airflow is very
noticeable in this area. This trip pushed Wilson Cave
to over one mile in length.
Waller Johnson did some surface reconnaissance
in Mill Branch, Dry Prong, and Raymer Hollow. He
located several sinks and springs. The Raymer Hollow caves, though, proved elusive. Another surface
party followed up a hard day's work on the CRF
property with a diversionary surface reconnaissance
northwards from the Sides cabin. They checked a
previously reported 20 fl. pit, which was free
climbable, out blocked with sill at the bottom.
Survey

Crews:

Blackstone

Ave.-Russell

Conner, Dave

West., Darrin Fowler; CockleburAve.-Tom Brucker, Jim
Greer, Sheila Sands; Ferguson Entrance-I)
Bob Osburn.
Chris Beck, Mark Jones. Jim Borden; 2) Mike Lace, Lee
Florea, Scott Smith; Little Bat Ave,-Paul
Hauck, Richard
Young, Richard Hand, Roger McClure; Ball Trail-Paul
Hauck, Richard Young, Roger McClure; Proctor -1)
Tomislav Gracinin, Pat Kambesis, Karen Willmes. Ted
Scott; 2) Pat Kambesis, Darrin Fowler. Joyce Hoffmaster;
3) Mike Lace, Ted Scott, Scott Smith, Chris Deck;
River T.Survey-Bob
Osburn. Dave West, Karen Willmes,
Lea Florea; Roppel-l
&2) Barbara Schomer, Bru Ran.
daH, Lee Dlazec; Roppel, Clap Canyon-Bill
Koerschner,
Russell Conner, Bill Stephens; Historic signatures-I)
Bob
Parrish, Chris Parrish, Candy Leek; 2) Bob Parrish, Chris
Parrish, Candy Leek, Alan Cannon; Main Cm'e photog ra.

phy-Kcvin
Downs, Jennie Sabie; Wilson Cave-Jim
Greer. Joyce Hoffmaster, Mike Carey; Raymer Hollow
recon.-Waltcr
Johnson; Sides property recon.-Richard
Zopf, Stan Sides.
lbanks to Larry and Charlie Pursell for a great job of camp
management.

King Day, Jan, 15-16
Leader, Scott House.
About 25 eavers gathered to brave the arctic cold
for this mini-expedition ...little did they know tllat not
only would the weather go downhill but that some of
them would be "enjoying" an extended stay.
Things that went awry:
Ganter Cave gate would not open.
Ganter Cave gate would not close.
Proctor Cave lock was hidden by ice.
Substitute Proctor lock was a different key.
Wind chill in Houchins Narrows was 40 below.
We had an ice stonn.

TIle ice was followed by a foot of snow.
The power went oul.
The NPS forbade participants to leave tile park.
The NPS forbade participants to go in the cave.
The Rotunda ceiling collapsed.
But apart from that...
The second crew that went to Ganter Cave sur-

veyed 1600 ft. of trunk to start a new effort. The cave
was taking a lot of cold air, making tbe cave

Wind chill in Houchins Narrows was 40 below ...
We had an ice storm .... The ice was followed by a
foot of snow .... The power went out ....
"tolerable, but not enjoyable", though "only the bit
near the entrance was really nasty". Tbe first Ganter
crew had failed to get the gate open, and repaired
instead to Peusacola Avenue, where they fiuished up
a litlle crawly area.
A party surveyed 160 fl. long Hanson's Crevice
Cave on the south side of the park, and relocated a
couple of other caves-surface work at 50! Hanson's
Crevice featured lots of flowstone and dripstone.
Another surface party worked bard at trying to get a
Global Positioning System unit to function in the
cold. It was a learning experience.

Walter Johnson

did solo surface searcbing in the Dry Prong Buffalo
Creek valley. lie found several interesting potential
caves; one is an enterable Haney spring, in another,
a stream cau be heard.
A party surveyed 600 fl. aloug the Historic
Mammoth tour trails in Little Bat Avenue, Sparks
Avenue, and Mammoth Dome. This party also noted
a "rather spectacular thermal zone" at Booth's Ampbitbeater. Stratification of warm and cold air produced a well-defined mist layer in Main Cave 4-5 fl.
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below the floor of Gothic Avenue. A thin but steady
rain could be heard as moisture condensed out of the
warm air layer.
Another party resurveyed 400 fl. out past Alberts
Domes in the second Flint Ridge connection area.
Two parties did about 800 ft. of detailed survey of
side passages and assorted leads in the vicinity of the
Bottle Room in Proctor Cave.
Finally, the historic documentation programs
continued with an uneventful photography trip to
Gothic Avenue and a signature recording trip to Great
Relief Hall.
Cartographic
Notes: Pat Kambesis is coordinating work in Proctor Cave. Bill Putnam is doing the
same in the Alberts Domes area. Phil Bodanza will
be doing thc same for Ganter Cave.
The weather: The weather report Sunday morning
promised four inches of snow. Having pot up with a
year of inaccurate weather forecasts in St. Louis, I
warned everyone and made preparations to leave.
Richard Zopf graciously volunteered for replacement
expedition leader. A few others lefl, most of whom
planned on going home anyway. Then the storm hit.
Richard, the last person to leave, went home the
following Friday.
It could only happen in Kentucky. The governor
declared the interstates and parkways closed due to
the snow. However, as Bob Osburn discovered, if you
did sneak onto the parkway you found that the toll
booths were still manncd and open! You may bc
going to a cold and early death, but they'rc still going
to get your quarter fIrst.
Survey Crews: Ganter Cave-Bob Osburn, Jon Jasper.
Jon Smith; Pensacola Ave.-Cheryl Early. Scott House,
Sheila Sands; Hanson's Crevice Cave-Marc
Ohms,
Walter Johnson, Jon Smith; CPS trial-Bob Osburn,
Richard Zapf, Jim Borden; Mammoth Dome-Doug
Baker.
Steve Irvine, John Jasper, Bob Osburn, Richard Zopf; Alberts Domes-Bill Putnam, Marc Ohms. Mark Jones,
Derek Bristol; Proctor-I) Bill Putnam, Marc Ohms. Derek
Bristol; 2) Dick Maxey. Russell Conner, Grant van Hernert;
Gothic Ave.-Chuck Swedlund, Grear relief-Bob Parrish.
Chris Parrish, Dave Sholar.

Presjclent's Day Feb 19-20
Leaders, Dick Maxey & Cheryl Early
Most of the trips during this two day expedition
werc in support of the small cavcs mapping project.
In addition, three parties were fIelded for the Proctor
Cave resurvey, one party continued the Salts Trunk
sorvey, and two trips continued the lIistoric Register
project.
I'roctor:
Three parties went into the Proctor Cave
upper levels. This section of the Mammoth Cave system has been very little visited in recent years. The
fIrst crew surveyed pits in the "Frozen Niagara" section (not to be confused with the Frozen Niagara),
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and continued a survey down a 100 ft. deep dome-pit,
"Annie's Dome". They continued mapping three
smaller pits and some small, muddy canyons. The
second party started resurveying the notorious Proctor
Crawl, a cool and breezy job. Party #3 checked and
resurveyed miscellaneous lcads. They left one undescended pit, and a crawlway moving some air.
Salts: A survey crew went to Dismal Valley and
resurveyed WOO ft. of passage in Lower Salts.
Mammoth

Cave

Register:

Historic

signatures

were recorded during Iwo trips to the Great ReliefRiver Hall area along the Ilistoric tour route. Notable
signature clusters included the 85th Regiment Band,
College of the Ozarks, and ROTC Co. F, Camp
Knox, KY (1921). The River Hall area is now complete, and the survey will move on into Sparks
Avenue.
Smaller Caves: The discoveries in Wilson Cave
continued when a party surveyed down a pit and out
its drain. A stream was found, but only one party
member fit into the stream passage. Instead, they
picked up 600 ft. of survey in a canyon complex. The
cave's entrance slope was sporting as it was covered

with ice. Next day, a party returned 10 the cave to
replace a section of older survey and to photograph
historic signatures.

Two leapfrogging parties continued the survey of
the main passage of Ganter Cave, onc of the larger
caves on the North side of the river. The passagc is a
multi-level breakdown modified canyon, making for
difficult sketching. An attempt to survey Dossey
Domes Cavc was thwarted by an unexpccted lockcd
gate on the blasted cnlrancc. The party was able to

start a survey via the ungated (historic) pit entrance,
but had to give up after 500 ft. of very narrow canyon
whcn they encountered another pit, across which is
the passage from the gated entrancc. Another party
mappcd Mcredith Cave, which has a very small entrance overlooking the Green River. It consists of a
single room divided by !lows tone partitions, with a
tight squeczc into the final section. The party also
looked at Napper Cave, which will require a return
trip with good climbers or an extension ladder to
access the top of a wet domepit.
Two very small caves were mapped in the Dry
Prong of Buffalo Creek. The cavers also looked at a
sink and a pit entrance;

both caves continue for at

least 150 ft. Finally, a party went to CRFs Adwell
Cave to shoot some photos, then wenl to the Rotunda
to examine the recent rock fall and to look at potential photo-documentation projects for this area.
Survey Crews: Proctor, Frozen Niagara-Pat Kambcsis.
Shirley Sotano. Nathan Collier; Proctor CrawI-Tomislav
Gracinin, Richard Hand, Kent Wilson; Proctor, mise.Norm Rogers. Mike Carey, Chris Hudson; Lower SaltsSheila Sands, Todd Cramer, Roger McClure; Mammoth
Cave Register-I)
Bob Parrish, Chris Parrish, Darrin
Fowler: 2) nob Parrish, Chris Parrish; Wilson Cave-I)
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Jim Greer, Joyce Hoffmaster. Russell Conner; 2) Jim Greer.
Kent Wilson, Dean Wiseman; Ganter Cave-I)
Phil Bo~
danza, Jon Smith. Mike Carey, Steve McLuckie; 2) Joyce
Hoffmaster. Roger McClure, Bob Salika, Darrin Fowler;
Dossey
Domes-Phil
Bodanza, Dick Market, Steve
McLuckie; Meredirh Cave-Mel
Park. Dob Salika, Mike
Yocum; Dry Prong-Walter Johnson. Dean Wiseman; Jim
Borden, Nancy Korabic. John Korabic; Adwell Cave, Rotunda-Charles and Francis Swedlund, Richard Zap£.

March 19-20
Leader, Joyce Hoffmaster
A total of 38 cavers attended the March expedition. We were blessed with beautiful weather, with
daytime highs in the 60's. The Green River had
crested at 37.5 ft. on March 10, but dropped to about
13 ft. by the expedition. The major roads in the park
were cleared from the most recent ice storm, but
somc of the gated roads were not cleared. Total surveyed was 3,450 ft., of which nearly 700 ft. was new
survey. There were five scientific parties fielded,
covering archeology,
biology, geology, and
chemistry.
Mammoth Cave snrvey: The Salts trunk snrvey
continued with a trip beyond the Pike Chapman
Entrance. One branch of trunk was completed to a
sandstone choke, and a lower level passage was
begun. The crew discovered that there is a lot of
unsnrveyed walking-high passage in this area.
Work also continued in the area below Rhoda's
Arcade, where a braided channel maze was surveyed
to a tie-in with the Bnrley's Way survey. There was a
side-trip to inspect Ute rope in Lucy's Dome. This will
need to be replaced prior to an npcoming survey of
the extensive passages beyond the dome.
Small Caves: There were two trips to Ganter Cave
to finish the trunk resnrvey. The first third of the eave
had flooded since last month and sported a two inch
thick coat of nice fresh mnd. The first party mapped
1000 ft. to finish the main trunk; the second crew dispatched a large migrated shaft complex. The shaft
itself and a small canyon off it were completed, but
an interesting pil reqniring rope remains to be done.
Two parties went to Dossey Domes to snrvey
across the waterfall pit that stopped last month's survey. Party #1 went in the vertical entrance, but one
member was unable to fit past a constriction, so Ute
other two finished the survey. The second crew went

in the gated entrance and surveyed what little there
was on that side of the pit. The vertical crew meanwhile rappelled part way down the pit and tossed
across a weighted rope to party #2 to complete the
survey. The second crew also did a surface survey
between the entrances and looked unsuccessfully for
two reported blowing holes further up the hillside.
There was a wet-suit trip to a recently discovered
Haney spring cave ("Lulumart Cave") in Raymond
Valley on the north side of the river. The entrance is
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a 250 ft. long low-airspace stream crawl. They continued upstream from a previous survey into virgin
eave, encountering a fork in the stream. They followed the left branch into drier passage, which
continues.

A snrface party relocated the four Demunbrun
Caves overlooking tile river west of Running Branch.
One "eave" is too small for entry, and at least one of
the others will require a handline. In addition, they
found a small eave with flowstone in the hill above
UteDemnnbruns.
Science and history: There was an archeological
trip to Lee Cave to search for paleofeees in snpport
of Patty Jo Watson's dating project. They were successful in locating several previously known specimens and also one apparently unrecorded deposit.
They hope to return with a collection permit. This
party also noted that Lee Cave is a probable gray bat
site: there was a fresh guano pile at one point, and in
the entrance area, bats hibernating singly and in
loose clusters were observed.

A geology party went to the area near P. Strange
Falls in Logsdon River to do an initial reconnaissance for a study of the large burrow chert structures
there which is being planned by two Southeast Missouri State University geology stndents. They did
some photography to test the possibility of doing a
photomosaic of the area. The river level was high,
making for strenuous travel.
Larry Mallory returned with colleague James
Bigelow to Larry's microbiological study sites in
Olivia's Dome and Katherine's Dome. They inocnlated sterile agar plates with water from small drip
pits in the domes, and placed glass and limestone
slides in water-saturated sediment at both sites. Larry
is interested in finding addition damp sites with minimal traffic. [see story, p.5] There was a short jaunt to
Main Cave and to Bunker Hill in Audubon Avenne to
service Rick Olson's nitrate regeneration study sites.
IIistoric signature documentation crews worked
both days in El Ghor. These were the first trips into
this area, which has generally lower signature density
than those along the Historic tour routes. Several "old
friends" from Pensacola Avenue were located among
the El Ghor clusters. Overlaps such as this will
enable Larry Pnrsell to develop a better pictnre of tllC
routes and time-scale of trips dnring the earliest days
of visitation to the far side of Echo River. A quick
reconnaissance also tnrned up a "Jessie James 1870"
inscription, which will require further scrutiny.
Survey Crews: Salts Trunk-Mick
Sulton, Sue Hagan,
Tom Drucker; Rhoda's Arcade-Mick
Sutton. Steve
McLuckie, Malt Mezydlo; Ganter Cave-I)
Phil Bodanza,
Darrin Fowler. Cheryl Early. Malt Mezydlo; 2) Phil Bodanza. Sue Hagan, Cheryl Early, Darrin Fowler; Dossey
Domes-I)
Steve
McLuckie.
Sheila
Sands,
Paul
Cannaley; 2) Marc Ohms, Roger McClure, Alan Canon;

1I
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Lulumart

Cave-Stan

Sides, Marty Ryan, Todd Cramer;
Korabic, John Korabic, Sally
Doonan; Lee Cave-Richard
Zapr, George Crothers, Naoka
Yokoyama;
P. Strange Falls-John Holbrook. Tammy
Eifert. Michelle Warren, Marc Ohms; Nitrate slIldy-Rick
Olson. Dave Hansen, Joyce Hoffmaster; El Ghar signatures-Larry Pursell, Dob Parrish. Chris Parrish. Candy
Leek, Fred Douglas.

Demunbrun Caves-Nancy

1banks to camp
McClure.

managers

Darlene

Anthony

and Roger

MISSOURI
January through March
Rcport by Mick Sutton
CRF cavers joined a Missouri Oeparunent of
Conservation trip to Mossy Spring Cave, Washington
County. The purpose was to assess the condition of
this well decorated and officially closed cave following reports of increased visilation and vandalism. The
consensus was that the cave was still in good to excellent condition, but significant damage has occurred to some large slalactite masses, and graffiti
has recently appeared. An appropriately placed gate
would help arrest further deterioration of this exceptional cave,
This trip was followed by a short bioinventory
trip to Wet Hollow Cave in Meramec Slate Forest.
Springlail laXonomist Ken Christiansen had requested

This cave maintained our record of getting an
unplanned soaking on every trip so far this
winter,

•

•

additional specimens from this site to help resolve an
undescribed species. At least three species of springlail were collected, one of which may be the one iu
question.
The general MOC bioinventory and mapping
program in southern Missouri continued with a trip to
complete the survey of 500 ft. long Woodrat Cave, a
previously unreported stream cave in Pipestem Hollow, Shannon County. This completes the field work
for Pipestem Hollow, which will be the subject of an
upeoming report.
There were two trips to Pioneer Forest's
Leatherwood Crcck, also in Shannon County. The
first party began a survey and bioinventory of Big
Cavc, discovcring in tlle process that the cave is a
gray bat maternity site-a significant one, judging by
the quantities of fresh bat guano. The survey was
abandoned when the crew came across at least 50
gray bats that were overwintering. They turned attention to nearby Little Cave, which turned out to be
100 ft. long, fealured a stream crawl, and had a diverse fauna including an unusual diving beetle. This
cave mainlained our record of getting an unplanned
soaking on every trip so far this winter.

On a latcr trip, an cight person crew knocked out
a lot of work along Leatherwood Creek. One party
mappcd Sugar Tree Falls Cave (100 ft. long, featuring a scenic cascade at the entrance), SIOI Cave,
Clearwater Bluff Cave, Niche Spring, and a newly
discovered 20 f1. long water crawl. A second crew
surveyed Falls Cave, relatively short but interesting,
and also featuring a scenic cascade entrancc. Mcanwhile a (mostly) bioinventory party found and
mapped 50 ft. long Meander Cave and inventoried
eight other caves and shelters. One "shelter" turned
oul to be a cave, giving access to thc continuation of
the stream in Sugar Tree Falls. It will require a
follow-up mapping trip.
The Mark Twain National Forest mapping and
inventory project was not neglected: a party made a
start on thc map of Bluehole Cave, Oregon County.
They mapped gOO ft. of mostly damp crouchway, and
found that the cave continued farther than previously
reported. This is another gray bat site, and had a few
overwintering bats.
The following day, there was a supplemenuuy
inventory of Tusher llill Cave, a trunk fragment in
the lead prospecting lease area. The cave has a coldtrap configuration, which suggested thc possibility of
its being an Indiana bat overwintering site. This
turned out not to be the case, as only a soliWy big
brown bat was in residence,
Survey
crews: Mossy Spring-Rick
Thorn (MOC),
Dennis Figg (MOC), Oave Fenstenneister
(MOC), Mick
Sutton, Sue Hagan, 10 Schaper (Missouri Speleological
Survey); WeI Hollow-Mick Sulton, Sue Hagan, Dave
Fenstermeister (MDC); Woodral Cm'e-Tim O'Dell, Cathy
O'Dell; Big Cave, Lillie Cave-Scott House, Sue Hagan,
Mick Sutton; Lealherwood Creek-Scott
House, Steve
Irvine, George Bilbrey, Doug Baker, Lillian Novela, Jim
Glock, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton; Bluehole Cave-Tim
O'Dell, Sue Hagan, Steve Irvine, Mick Sutton.; Tusher Hill
Cave-Mick Sulton, Sue Hagan,

No expedition

reports

are available for the following expeditions:
Guadalupes:
September 4-6-Randy Cabeen
November 24-28-Dick Desjardins
February 18-21-Dick Desjardins
SEKl;
August 21-22-Glen Malliet
September 4-6-Rich f'ellows
October 9-1 I-Paul Nelson
Oct. 3D-Nov.I-Mike Spiess
Unlike Mammoth Cave expedition leaders, you guys
don't have the benefit of our being able 10 nag you in
person, but we depend on your cooperation. Any reporls on the above trips would be wclcome,
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Small Cave Inventory
at MCNP

Planned

large, dry side passage off the Waterfall Room to
check some leads. A bit later, while trying to find the
rest of their party, Jerry and Gene entered this

Discussions are in progress between CRF and the
National Park Service to initiate a program to accurately locate the "small" caves of Mammoth Cave
National Park and to inventory their contents. The
program is expected to begin this summer, and will
run for three years. Initially, the project will concentrate on caves north of the Green River, especially in
the Buffalo Creek, Running Branch, and Fishtrap
Hollow drainage basins. Inventories will be performed
by teams of JVs who have received training in the
recognition of significant biological, geological, and
cultural features. This will be an excellent opportunity for eastern JVs to enhance their caving skills and
knowledge; training in the various aspects of inventory will be provided at regular expeditions starting
this summer. Additional inventory expeditions may
also be scheduled.

Jerry noticed some feline tracks that were significantly larger than those that would have been made
by a sabertooth, let alone anything now living in
the area.
passage. Jerry noticed some feline tracks that were
significantly larger than those that wonld have been
made by a sabertooth, let alone anything now living
in the area. A careful reexamination of passage
rcvealed more large tracks, including claw marks
now coated with Ilowstone.
More trips followed to make casts and document
the find. The Los Angelcs County Museum used the
casts to identify the animals making the paw prints
as Panthera leo atrox, a North American lion that
roamed Missouri 8,000 to 10,000 years ago. These
are the only known paw prints and claw marks associated with this animal. Mark Twain National Forcst
officials were informed and a secrecy policy was
imposed.
CRF's involvement began when Scott House negotiated a volnnteer cave mapping concordancc between Mark Twain National Forest and the Missouri
Speleological Snrvey in 1983. An cffort to map the
entirety of Still Spring began in tlle fall of 1984, and
the project came nnder CRF anspices in 1988 when
it was decided that CRF was the best vehicle for
handling government agcncy projects.
When Scott suggested I take on cartographic responsibilities for Still Spring Cave, I accepted immediately. Vandike had estimated the length to be
4000 ft. with three unexplored marginal leads. I
thought only a few survey trips would be required to
finish the map.
Survey work during tllC first four years of thc
project was infrequent. We did not yet know we were

Still Spring continued from p.I ...
The passage abruptly changed character after another
250 ft. of miserable surveying, becoming a 5 ft. high
canyon abundantly decorated by dripstone and rimstone dams. The survey was concluded soon afterwards but they decided to explore a bit further. The
canyon continued for another 750 ft-past about seventy rimstonc dams formed by the now constrictcd
stream-ending at a room 150 ft. long, 40 ft. wide,
and 5 to 12 ft. high. Thc cave stream plunged down a
6 ft. high cascade near the center of the room. Three
obvious leads radiated from the Waterfall Room, but
discretion suggested a retreat to the entrance. Over
the next few months, Paul and the Vandikes twice
returned and exploreed another 2000 ft. of previously
unentered caven!.
Local residents were aware of the cavc, referring
to it as "Still Cave" or "Still Spring Cave" (both
names referencing an Ozark distillery craft from the
past). However, no one had entered the cave very far
due to tlle unpleasant cntrance crawl. Undisturbed
floor sediment confirmed that Jim Vandike and Paul
Wightman had been the first persons beyond the Waterfall Room. Jim published his thesis in 1979, which
included a short description of the cave, and its location was formally reported to the Missouri Speleological Survey.
Jim's next trip to Still Spring would not be for
another three years. He had become employed by the
Missouri Division of Geology and Land Survey. There
he found that Jerry Vineyard (Assistant State Geologist with his own impressive accomplishments in
karst geology) had become interested in seeing the
cave Finally, in mid 1982, Jerry, Jim, Bill Palmer,
and Gene Gardner visited the cave. The group
became separated, and Jim and Bill proceeded into a
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dealing with a major cave, and, due to its paleontological significance, discretion limited our ability to
recruit personnel. By the end of 1985, we had surveyed most areas explored earlier by Vandike,
The 1986 survey season saw the first significant
discovery since 1982. Two wet-suit survey crews
extended the main stream passage 1000 ft. beyond
the near siphon that stopped previous exploration.
This section consisted of isolated passage segments
4-8 ft. high connected by water crawls often with only
I ft. of air space. The area featured profuse dripstone,
including dense displays of 2 ft. long stalactites. A
The human path through Cat Track Passage had
doubled in width since our last visit 5 months
earlier, destroying some partial tracks and coming
perilously close to some of the best prints.

in diameter dominated by an 8 ft. high tan and white
stalagmite mound, with 10ft. long white draperies
hanging from a nearby ceiling ledge.
George and I returned with Steve Irvine to continue the survey to the Throne Room. It was on this
trip that we noticed two other passages leading off
it: a wide stoopway to the north blowing air and a 6
ft. deep slot in the room's southwest corner with a
significant air draft flowing into it. We snrveyed tile
north lead for 120 ft. to an intersection with an 8 ft.
high by 15 ft. wide, sand-Ooored passage, named the
Turnpike. I no longer believed the mapping work
would end anytime soon.
In early 1988, the cave showed its first signs of
vandalism. A broken car head tamp was found in tile
entrance crawl. The human path through Cat Track
Passage had donbled in width since our last visit 5
months earlier, destroying some partial tracks and
coming perilously close to some of the best prints.

year later, Scott 1I0use and George Bilbrey found a
bypass to what was thought to be a flowstone tcnninus of Mud Alley, an upper level canyon passage
that extends westward from the Waterfall Room. The
passage beyond led to a 1000 ft. long complex of
thoroughly miserable crawls, and tantalizing digs,
which would keep survey crews busy for a few years.
By the end of 1987, additional mapping in the newly
discovered areas and in Cat Track Passage had given
the cave a mapped length of 5868 ft. I remember
thinking that three or fonr more trips would finish the
survey.
Mapping work in 1988 began with a trip to push
the nnexplored continuation of Cat Track Passage.
Vandike and Palmer had explored the passage to a
point where it became a narrow, formation choked
canyon. Six years later, two survey crews would push
this awkward canyon for 650 ft. before finally reaching a Oowstone plug. More significantly, additional
prints and claw marks of a large feline were found,
and partially bnried bones were discovered in a side
passage (probably too small to be the paw-print
animal).
Shortly after this visit, George Bilbrey, Jim
Kaufmann, and I returned to snrvey a 3 ft. high tube
at the top of an overhanging 6 ft. climb near the
traversable end (for most people anyhow) of the main
stream passage. Mick Snlton, with the help of a
human pyramid from Sue Hagan and myself, had
checked this passage the year before and reported it
led to a medinm-sized breakdown room. Mapping 120
ft. of uncomfortable passage, we entered the collapse
chamber, 40 ft. in diameter by 10 ft. high. An 8 ft.
high passage festooned with five foot long stalactites

ledges in the Waterfall Room had been smashed,
though curiously there was not any noticeable damage to speleothems. The Forest Service was notified.
In mid 1989, a $10,000 gate was installed. This
had benefits to both the cave and the mapping project. Secrecy concerning the identification
of
Vandike's "Cat Track Cave" was considerably
relaxed . This made it easier to recruit people for
trips, and the pace of survey work picked up.
The first important discovery after the gate's
installation was the 1300 fl. long Salamander Bypass.
The first 200 ft. of this passage had been explored in
1978, but it was not until 1989 that a mapping crew
found it connected Cat Track Passage with the
Throne Room, providing a much shorter, easier alternative to the main-stream passage for reaching the
unexplored frontier of the cave. In addition, trips
through it did not require a wet suil. Most of 1989 and
1990 were devoted to mopping up leads in Mud
Alley and the main stream passage. However, the
last trip of 1990 revisited the Turnpike; this very
pleasant passage was found to continue 600 ft. to a
major fork in the cave stream, an area now referred
to as 'I' Junction.
The right passage at 'I' Junction (named Blue
Rock Avenue because of a distinct blue-gray rock
layer) was mapped in 1991 by Bilbrey, 1I0use, Jerry
Wagner and myself. For 300 ft. this rather attractive
breakdown Ooored passage averaged 8 ft. high by 20
fl. wide, with sporadic, large speleothems. Blue Rock
Avenue ended at the Castle Room, a 100ft. long by
40 fl. wide chamber decorated by a virtual forest of

continued

into a

dripstone ranging in color from rust-fed to white, and

popeorn-lined canyon 2 ft. high by 1 ft. wide. George
checked ahead to make sure another trip was
worthwhile. After 100 excruciating feet he found what
is now known as the Throne Room, a chamber 30 ft.

10 ft. high columns. The Castle formation itself is a
dome-like stalagmite groWtll overgrown by stalagmitic spires 2 to 4 ft. high. The principal cave stream
continues beyond the Castle Room via a low crawl.

upstream

but soon degenerated

Also. some thin, manganese

dioxide

stained chert
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In late 199 I. a survey leam of Irviue, Mark
Temple, and myself determiued Ihat this leads
to a series of three fair.sizcd rooms with massive breakdown.
Each of the rooms has a
calaract issuing from an impenetrahle opening
al or ncar ceiling level; in fact, they account
for all of the flow of the right fork of the main

stream during dry periods. The mud and breakdown floored passages
heyond the Third
Cataraci Room would occupy several survey
tcams over the next two years, yielding 1400 ft.
Survey of the left fork of T Junclion was
also begun in 199 I. Scott 1I0use, Bob Osbum,
Paul lIauck. and Jcrry Wagner mapped 150 1'1.
to whal appeared to be a breakdown blockade.
1I0wever, an obscure crawl in Ihe left wall led
to a room 150 1'1.long, 501'1. wide, and 15ft. high.
The floor was covered with massive breakdown;
some of Ibese had an overgrowlb of small slalagmilIats. There were numerous leads, bul Ibe most impor",nt was a 3 fl. high crawl wilb a small slream .. The
latter was mapped 120 fl. 10 Ibe Canopy Room, a
chamber dominaled by an 8 ft. high column whose
base had been lefl suspended 3 ft. above Ille 1I00r due
to subsequent Slream erosion; a 2 ft. high water crawl
continued beyond. MOSI of the remaining trips in
1991 were devOied to Ibe incidental leads in the
vicinity of Ibe newly found room. By Ibe end of Ibat
year, Ibe cave had a surveyed lenglll of 15,175 ft.
Mapping efforls in Ille rlfSI pari of 1992 continued to hammer away al Ibe passages beyond the
Third Cataraci Room. On one of Ibese Irips, we had
to end Ibe survey at a 10 inch diameter hole wilb a 6
ft. high passage on Ille olber side-Ihe
constriction
could be bypassed via a 1 ft. high crawl, half filled
wilb water, not an atlractive allemalive. Sieve Irvine,
Lillian Novela, Steve Olson, and I relumed wilb a
small shovel. Much work resulted in a barely passable opening and a completely deslroyed shovel. The
passage beyond was a 600 ft. long series of shorl
crawls connecting several medium. sized breakdown
rooms.
The lasl half of 1992 concenlrated on Ibe water
crawl Ibat continues past Ibe Canopy Room. George,
Sieve, and I mapped through a ncar siphon 10 discover a passage with average dimensions of 6 ft. high
by 30 ft. wide, wilb some excellent soda slraw displays. The survey of Ibis passage had been extended
1000 ft. beyond Ibe Canopy Room by Ibe end of Ille
year, ending at a 5 ft. high waterfall issuing from Ibe
base of a steep breakdown slope. Mark Temple and
Lillian Novela climbed Ibis slope and found a room
200 ft. long, 50 ft. wide, and 16 ft. high, one end of
which was decorated
by 12ft.
high columns
(optimistically named Ibe End Room).
The next year began by checking a formation
choked passage tbal was direclly behind Ibe Caslle
formation. This soon ended in a heavily decorated

~Sl"
Dripstone in Car Track Passage. Photo. by Jim Vandike

room. It was while skelching this chamber Il,at claw
marks from a very large animal were noted in a clay
bank; it was the first time we saw remnants of prehistoric animal life beyond the immediate vicinity of
Cat Track Passage. A small slream passage could be
reached by climbing down a tighl slot in one corner
of the room; this turned out 10 be a 500 fl. tighl
canyon that terminates at an impressive breakdown
room wilb a waterfall.
Survey work in passages
beyond the Third
Cataraci Room was eompleled two monlbs laler, accompanied by the discovery of yet anolber series of
large claw marks. Attention then turned to mapping
Ibe End Room and associated side passages. Finally,
an October 1993 Irip surveyed Ule only remaining
lead, a pleasant stream loop just off Blue Rock
Avenue. Approprialely,
1 was accompanied on this
Irip by Ibose who helped Ille mosl wilb Ibe project:
George Bilbrey, Steve Irvine, and Lillian Novela.
While exiting the cave, we felt a bittersweet mixture
of accomplishment
and knowledge
Ihal we may
never return.
A special acknowledgement
is in order for Tom
Peters, a wildlife biologist formerly wilb Ibe Willow
Springs Ranger DiSlricl. lie helped expedite adminisIrative dealings wilb Ibe Forest Service, and provided
lodging (somelimes even food) for us from 1990 until
Ibe project's completion.
The nine year's effort resulted in a surveyed
lenglb of 19,291 ft. Slill Spring Cave turned out to be
Ibe longest known cave on Mark Twain National
Foresl lands (elevenlb longest in Missouri), an unexpected bonus for Ibe secret "cat Irack cave". Though
often fruSlrated wondering if I would ever finish mapping Ihe thing, I can now say it has been a very
enjoyable ride. But is it really over? The rough draft
still needs to be inked, and IllCre may be olber visilS
to documenl Pleistocene Epoch arti facts or present
day biota. And, of course, one can always wonder if
there is something we missed.
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The French Connection-An

Interview

with Claude Chabert

Courtesy of Michel Siffre, Patty Joe and Red Watson,
last December the editors had an opportunity to Slay in
Paris. Across the street from the "CRF Parisian Speiee
Hut" lives Nicky Boullier and Claude Chaber!. Claude is
best known to American cavers as the co-author with Paul
Caurhon of the original French book from which d1kJJ....£!1
the Great CaveS or the World was translated by Peter
Bosted. A professor of philosophy, Claude Chahert has been
a prominent figure in French caving for over three decades.
He has also participated in numerous international expeditions and has collaborated on several caving journals and
cave inventories. A friend of the Walsons since the Sixties,
Claude recently made a donation to CRF's Hamilton Valley
Headquarters Fund.
Claude and Nicky treated us to a delightful evening at
their apartment, decorated by Nicky with an enomlOUS
collection of curio bats most of which were sent from
friends they've made around the world. Appropriately
enough for a caving couple, they live above a vast underground labyrinth (aclllally, many Parisians live above the
Catacombs, btU just don't know it). Claude presented us
with a copy of the guidebook to French artist Jean Truel's
1986 exhibition at the Musee Fabre of his paintings based
on caves, including Mammoth Cave and Carlsbad Cavern.
Our interview begins with a discussion of Truel's artwork.
SH&MS

It's not for show; it's just art. TolR1lymad. Truet's
not mad, but his work is totally mad. He's working
very hard on paintings. In'the site of Regagnas, during nearly 10 years of work he has painted more than
400 sheets of fibrocement laid on a meadow in a
karst landscape. Not long ago he made paintings in a
cave. and got quite some reaction from the cavers.

Truel is of course famous for his paintings of caves,
even carrying his palette inside, but are you saying
he has actually been painting Q!lthe caves?
On the walls. The cave is privately owned. Now
the cave is different. It was his impression given by
the visit, of course.
What sort of medium would he use for that?
He used brushes and kilos of paint. It's a big
palette.
That would be pretty controversial if someone did it
in the States.
It is controversial, of course. But all art is controversial. What he paints on canvas is also controversial.
The paintings in Lascaux are of course considered
both artwork and historic cultural artifacts. However,
undoubtedly IIWst cavers would classify current artwork done on a cave wall as graffiti. We have a
guideline regarding artifacts found in Mammolh
Cave-if it's IIwre than 50 years old, it's historic. If
iI's less than 50, iI's garbage.

That's because the archaeologist is always looking for rubbish on the floor. Pat Watson is very happy
when she finds trash. But Truet's work is art. It's not
graphics. He has to go into the cave many, many
times. The amount of huurs is incredible. It's not a
joke; he's quite serious. I don't think he can be
followed by other people-it's too hard, and it's good
work. Also, because it's a private cave, there's no
problem. The owner is allowing him to work there.
Truel is both a caver and an artist. For him, it is
a passion to do artwork of and in the cave, just as for
you it is a passion to draw a map.
You seem to have had quite a passion to collect data
about caves. Red Watson came to know you through
your mutual interest in philosophy many years ago.
We presume he, as Cave Books editor, was the one
who initiated the agreement to translate the cave
atlas into English. After the American version came
out with it's changes and updates, did it get translated back into French?
No. The changes are not sufficient

to make it

worthwhile. I don't know if we would make anoUler
French edition. It's a long, tedious job, and it's the
same job. Doiog the same work over is not moving
forward-for me, it would be going backwards. Perhaps if there were more than one person working on

it, but not now. Right now I have too much to do WiUl
my professional work. Maybe in Ule next century.
By then it would certainly be worth updating. 711e
demand for the book has been so great that Cave
Books has already had 10 do reprints.
Because there are so many more people reading

English Ulan read French. Red said I should have
requested a share of the profits from the translation.

There's a much smaller market for caving books in
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France, but yct thcre are a number of good, very
good, caving books.
Seeing 0/1 the books that Michel Siffre alone has
wrillen mnkes us regret that our French is so poor and
that there are so few translations available of French
caving books.
There's only one answer; learn French.
What are some of the other things happening in
French caving today?
That's difficult to answer in a few words. In Paris,
there arc IS caving clubs. In all of France I would
say we have 500 caving clubs. When we say "clubs",
it's a group of friends, maybe four or five. Cavers are
doing the sarne everywhere; always looking for new
caves, digging, diving, increasing the depth and
length of some caves.
Nothing spectacular is happening right now.
When you add 50 kilometers to Mammoth Cave, it's
nothing. Many caves in France are growing bigger,
longer, but by just a few meters. Some caves arc

being connected into one. For a while, some of the

If you expand your interests, you can last a long
time. I am not going in the same caves I did
before. With different types of caves and
different interests, you can last all your life.
spectacular finds involved diving, but now diving
problems have become very technical. Last year
there was a four kilometer dive in one sump at minus

50 meters. The cave, the Ooux de Coly, is still going
but the techniques are not going.
Are they using scooters?
Yes, and they made a small house near the
entrance for decompression.
Where is that cave?
Oordogne. There arc many good caves there, and
most are horizontal, like in Kentucky. We are using
scooters because now

OUf

caves are mostly a techni-

cal problem on how to go further. We have to dive to
find new caves, even in mountains.

Is there much foreign exploration being initiated by
French cavers?
Yes. There are many people going abroad every
year. Some of us are going to Mexico, some to
China, quite a few to Spain, also to Austria, Turkey,
many places ...it depends on the team and the project.
I went to China this year, but only for the Interna.
tional Congress. The Chinese karst is totally scenic,
but it's totally mad to go eav'ing in China, where it's
so big, without planning to come back there. The
only way is to go every year.
That's one of the reasons CRF has concentrated it's
China expeditions in just two areas.

Of course. To go and scatter around everywhere
for me is losing time and moncy as well. [ have many

plans in Turkey and Brazil, so it wouldn't be wise to
take on work in China. Turkey and Brazil, without
forgetting some mapping work in Bali and Thai.
land-that's enough! [laughter]
Perhaps it's a good thing that the caving community
is gelling older because we can afford it more than
we could twenty years ago. On the other hand, a can.
cern sometimes expressed in the States is that there
are not enough young people coming into caving and
staying with it. Is that true here? The older cavers are
staying with it, but not a lot of younger ones?
Yes, it is the same process. Ninety percent of
cavers arc in it for three years or less. Beyond that,
the normal life for a caver is 10 or 12 years. To pass

beyond this is very rare. For me, it's been about 25 or
30 years of serious caving. If you expand your inter.
ests, you can last a long time. For example, I am not
going in the same caves I did before. With different
types of caves and different interests, you can last all
your life. Maybe it helps to leave your country to go
caving. I enjoy Brazil for caving; it's wann, it's big,
the friendship is great.
Another project I have going is mapping the
small caves in France which are overlooked by
"normal" cavers. So I have plemy of work, as there
are many small caves. It's okay. And in resurveying, I
have years of work, just like you do in Mammoth
Cave. You can also find new cave if you move very
slowly and very carefully.
I once had a project to find a cave in each dejan.
tement of France, all 96. I offered a reward to encourage people to find at least one, and it was done.
If one has a goal, just about anything can be done.
H's when someone doesn't have a purpose 01at they
lose interest.
How do your survey techniques compare with ours?
It's quite Ole same. I use a Suunto, a 20 meter
tape. We were also using a thread box [a topofil]. I
was using that because it's very accurate,

handy,

light, strong. But there is a problem because the
cavers go very fast and are unable to stop at a good
station-sometimes they would make a shot that was
50 meters long! So now I am using a tape becausc at
20 meters I am sure 01ey will stop.
I am surveying a big cave in Brazil where the
width is between 50 and 100 meters. Even Olere, the
tape works better.
How often do you go to Brazil?
Qnce a year. Of course I am not surveying this
cave in one trip. During onc week we work in this
cave, bUl we also go lo visil some olher caves, and

of course we go elsewhere for food and drink or to go
swimming in the river. It's a project to come back to.
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It's fun, and we are in no hurry. This cave is three
kilometers long. It's a through cave, and it takes
about half an hour to just walk across the system.
Have you been to Mammoth Cave?
Only one time, in 1981 before tlIe International
Congress.
Yet you're on the donor list for the CRF Headquar-

There is one underground laboratory run by tlle
government. If you have a project, you can stay
There is now a strong border between those who
cave only for the sport and those who cave for
the science. It is totally insane for caving and for
the caves as well.

ters.

Yes. Why not?
Well, that's very nice. Thank you very much!
Well, it was just a little contribution. Perhaps it
will help American cavers feel more comfortable.
From Red I received a lot of papers, the plans for the
building. It's a very big project.
I think Red is totally right. lie's thinking for the
futore. lie's not thinking for 10 years; he's thinking for
100 years. That's a big difference. It's the same when
CRF started mapping Mammoth Cave-they were
thinking of 100 years, not just a short time, not for
their own life, which is too short. This is our tragedy
in France; our caving community is unable to think
ahead over a long period of time.
Are there any cave research facilities here?

there; I did for a week once. It's mostly used by biologists or persons studying karst. But now the French
govcmment is giving less money. so if the spcleologists want to survive they have to look elsewhere or

fight to get money from other sources.
There is now a strong border between tllOse who
cave only for tlle sport and those who cave for tlle
scienee. It is totally insane for eaving and for tlle
eaves as well. I think we are going to encounter
many problems in the future because of that.
The best way, when you are young, is to start
with sport caving but always with a projeet. You
share a spot in science. And then when you are
getting older, you turn more to tlle science, though
you still enjoy the sport. I mn not a cave scientist,
but I think I am giving

some information

that is

helpful. It's better to be involved in work tllat lasts a
long time.

THE

Wyandotte

Cave

UNDERGROUND

Down Through
the CenI. George, George Publishing
Company, Louisville, 1991; pb. Reviewed by Jenny
Sabie.
I have been caving for just over a year now. Last
October, I was treated to a very enjoyable tour of
Wyandotte Cave in Crawford County, Indiana, so
when I was given a eopy of Wyandotte Cave Down
Through the Centuries I eagerly dove into it. My
reaetion was mixed. The book is hardly a tome, with
less than seventy 5"x 8" pages of rather large type. It
is divided into two main seetions: I) a narrative of
diseovery and exploration and 2) a ehronology of
events involving the eave and its people.
The narrative is fairly diffieulty to follow. It
rambles through space and time; the order and dates
of ownership are especially obscure. The grammar is
also careless (spell-check software still requires
proof-reading). Disappointingly, too, little is said of
the geology of the cave. Finally there is a mechanical problem; two pages were floating free, apparently
having escaped the stapler only to be corralled and
stuffed into the book in time for distribution.
Let me now say that Mr. George's pamphlet is
one heckuva fun read DESPITE these problems. It

turies, by Angelo

READER

redeems itself through the recounting of folklore
inspired by Wyandotte Cave and the evolution of
these stories over time. As cavers and conservationists. we're always talking about our impact on caves,

but this account offers a refreshing perspective in that
it details the impact of Wymldotte Cave on it.' explorers. The reader gets caught up in the story of the
Rothrock family and its Wyandotte legacy. By the
time you're done reading, you have a real feel for the
cave's "personality". Other pluses are the several
romantic lithographs and four artful maps. The one
drawn by John Collett deserves special appreciation
for its pa'5age illustrations.
By the way, can anybody tell me whatever happened to Henry Andrew Rothrock? After being one of
the cave's most ardent explorers in his youth, in
adulthood he seems to have taken a back seal to his
younger brother, lIarrison.
You can acquire the book from Cave Books,
5222 Eastland Drive, New Carlisle, OH 45344, for
$4.50 (plus $2.50 postage and handling for the first
item, 50c for each additional book)
lIappy reading!

CALENDAR
I\IAMi\lOTII

FITTON

CAVE

I\ll'morial
Da~', l\J;I~' 27.30. Phil Bodanza. 914~255.
799 I.
Indcpcndcnct'
D~,~'~ .July 1-10. Scott House and Phil
Dodan!a. 314.2R2.3246. (Sill or 914.255.7991. (I'D).
Summer.
Au~. II-lot. Mick Sutton & Sue !lagan. 314546.2R64.
Labor Day. Sept. 2-5. !Job Osburn. 314-772-5813.
Columhus
Day. October
7-10, Neil & Terri Hammond.
317.7R6.2092.
Thanksgh'ing,
Nov.
23-27. Jan Hemberger & Phil
DiDiasi. 502.637.2030 (11); 502.R52.6724 (PD. W)
New Year. nee. 29-.Ian I, 1995. Dave West & Karen
Wi limes. 301.460.4299 (OW) or _366.5038
(KW).
'liD

First and last dates are arrival and departure dates. Notify the
expedition leader or Operations Manager, Jim Borden. 606223.2677 two weeks in advance. Some of the one-day expeditions may be extended to a second day at the discretion of
the expedition leader.

MISSOURI
J.owdcr 1\1111Trips: May 14. June 18. July 23. August 6.
August 27.
Other trips: dates to be announced.
For Powder Mill Cave trips, call Doug Baker, 314-878-8831
(H) or 314.233.6618
(W). Other trips will usually be based
from Van Buren in the Ozark Nalional Scenic Riverways.
Survey and inventory trips take place at frequent intervals,
and scheduling is usually Oexible enough to accommodate
the schedule of out-of-state JVs who wish to sample some
Ozark caving. Please call Scott House (314-282~3246), or
Miek Sutton (314.546.2864).

CAVE RESEARCH
FOUNDATION
P.O.BOX
443
YELLOW SPRINGS, OH 45387

CAVE,

ARKANSAS

Six expeditions are being planned for 1994, including one
three-day expedition in August-dates
to be announced. For
information
and to sign-up for an expedition.
call Pete
Lindsley. 214-727-2497 or Danny Vann, 501-848-3308.

GUADALUI'ES
Memorial

Oay,

May

28.30.

Carlsbad

Caverns

Carlsbad
Caverll
Restoration
Field
Camp,
June
12-18. Leaders, Susan and Dave Ecklund. 803-648-7610.
Independence
Day, .July 2-4. Port Stanton Cave: John
Corcoran.
Summer, Aug,. 6-7. Port Stanton Cave; Gavin Corcoran.
Aug. 13-14. Dry Cave; Pat lIelton.
Labor nay, Sept. 3.5. Carlsbad Caverns NP.
Columbus
nay Oct. 10-14. Lincoln NF; Dick Venters.
Oct. 18-19. Dry Cave; Pat Hellon.
Nov. 5-6. Dry Cave; Pat Helton.
Thanksgiving,
Nov. 24-27. Carlsbad Caverns NP.
Pre.Chrishnas,
Bee. 17-18. Carlsbad Caverns NP.
To sign up for an expedition. nolify Fritzi Hardy 505-345-1709
at least one week in advance. For Dry Cave Expeditions.
write to Pat HeHon. 3517 77th Drive, Lubbock, TX 79423.

CRF

Annual

Meeting,

Fall

1994.

lbe meeting will take place in California, date and place
still to be decided; full details will be announced in the
August Newsletter.
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